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This department publishes articles, notices, and news on programs and courses in history 
of mathematics, the uses of history in mathematics education, historical activities at meet- 
ings of mathematics teachers, and other matters relating to the place of our discipline in 
academic affairs. 
A Seminar on Women and Mathematics 
By Miriam P. Cooney 
Department of Mathematics, Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame, Indiana 44556 
In 1982 with the encouragement of a Lilly Endowment grant for curriculum 
revision, the author presented a seminar on women and mathematics for the first 
time. The two-credit course with a mathematics number is now a standard offering 
in the women’s studies minor at Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame, Indiana. 
In order to enroll a diverse group of students, flyers announcing the course are 
sent to various departments (e.g., science and education) and to nearby colleges 
and universities. Although only women have been enrolled so far (the college is a 
women’s college in a consortium with two other universities), the class discus- 
sions are much richer when there is a mix of student backgrounds and ages. 
Some of the goals of the course are: 
1. to acquaint students with the great women of the mathematical past, their 
lives, their times, and their works; 
2. to acquaint students with experiences of younger, active women in mathe- 
matics, including other students; 
3. to acquaint students with the names and achievements of some older 
women mathematicians; 
4. to study the social phenomena that have led to the small number of women 
in mathematical professions; 
5. to involve students in a project that addresses the problems of women and 
girls who avoid mathematics courses; 
6, to explore the controversy concerning research on the comparative mathe- 
matical ability of boys and girls; and 
7. to develop discussion skills in sharing insights, listening, questioning, and 
exploring new ideas and questions. 
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The course meets weekly through the semester for two class hours (one hour 
and forty minutes with a 5-minute break) in a campus residence. The informal 
setting does not interfere with the seriousness of the discussion. In fact, it may 
contribute to its liveliness. Each student takes a turn in leading the discussions 
that follow the assigned readings. Each one also takes her turn as an observer and 
submits an evaluation of the class discussion. John Ernest’s paper, “Mathematics 
and Sex” [Ernest 19761, sets the agenda for the first class. Subsequent classes 
treat more recent research on the problems of underrepresentation of women in 
the mathematicaI professions and its causes, the superior performance of boys on 
tests used to identify mathematical precocity, and the possible explanations of 
why girls drop out of or underenroll in mathematics courses of various levels. 
By far the longest time is spent studying the lives, times, and works of women 
mathematicians. One evening each year is given to a discussion with the available 
local professional women in mathematics, but this occurs only after at least a 
month has been devoted to the women in history. 
Classes on readings about successful black women in mathematics, the situa- 
tion for women in Asia and Europe, math anxiety, and the historic Ludies’ Diary 
come during the time when students are working on their individual projects. 
Students report on progress with their projects during parts of the last classes. 
Some of the readings are lengthy, and some references repeat biographical 
information. So it is helpful to spend time early in the course learning techniques 
for varying the pace of reading and learning to identify major themes. Time is also 
given to the levels of questioning using Benjamin Bloom’s levels of knowledge. 
Handouts of paradigms are provided to assist students in developing both reading 
and discussion skills. 
Mathematics faculty who conduct this course find the experience to be radically 
different from the usual lecture style of instruction, The instructor keeps a low 
profile and waits out the pauses. Each class is carefully planned with assigned 
readings, and the student leader confers with the instructor to plan the discussion 
questions for the class. The leader experiences the paradox that the best discus- 
sions come from provocative questions rather than leader control. 
The reading materials available and appropriate for the seminar change from 
year to year. Older texts go out of print and new titles appear. So each year the 
bibliography must be revised. Rich sources of material include the Newsletter of 
the Association for Women in Mathematics as well as the expected readings from 
the Monthly in the mid-70s and recent research publications cited in the News- 
letter. 
Another feature of this seminar is the journal written in four segments. The first 
assignment asks the student to write a mathematical autobiography covering her 
experience of awakening to success in mathematics, any encouragement she re- 
ceived, and her expectations for the seminar. The next journal segment treats the 
personal response to the controversy concerning the “problem” of women in a 
male-dominated field. The third journal assignment follows the histories of the 
great women from Hypatia to Julia Robinson. Finally, at course evaluation time, 
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the student reflects on changes in her consciousness as a woman in mathematics. 
The exercise of keeping a journal has the same pedagogical purpose as any 
“process” learning, namely that by observing and reporting her attitudinal 
changes and insights the student grows in understanding of herself as a student of 
mathematics. The process of internalizing the readings and group discussions 
leads students to greater self-confidence and stronger identification with other 
students in the mathematics major. Course evaluations tell of this growth. 
As a natural outgrowth of this sort of learning each student must select a project 
that is designed to raise consciousness or inform others about women in mathe- 
matics. Students exercise amazing creativity and enthusiasm in preparing bro- 
chures and visiting their former schools, devising questionnaires to be discussed 
with high school classes, editing a department newsletter, reviving a dying math 
club, attempting to replicate some earlier school research (sometimes with results 
that distress principals), or inviting mathematics graduates to gather and report on 
their “Aftermath.” 
Course evaluations are based on the goals of the course. Not only are students 
enthusiastic about the seminar and evaluate it highly, but the department benefits 
from their new sense of identification with mathematicians and their common 
work. At the urging of students from the seminar, the college appointed three 
women to the mathematics faculty in a two-year period. The following year the 
number of mathematics majors tripled. 
In summary the favorable reception of this course over a five-year period has 
made it clear that the course achieves its unique goals and contributes significantly 
to mathematical learning. The women in the course come to know other women as 
friends and not simply as “other students”; from it flow study groups in mathe- 
matics courses, greater ease in approaching faculty in their offices, an enlivened 
interest in the history of mathematics, and a confirmed seriousness about learning 
more mathematics. 
The literature on this subject is growing exponentially. An expanded syllabus 
for the seminar is in preparation with anticipated publication in the near future. 
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